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About This Game
FranknJohn is a horror inspired action roguelike, where your head is your weapon! Young FranknJohn is a failed experiment of
a demented scientist, Dr Harmin. He wakes, with no memory, in a cell, with a head that can only stay on his body with the help
of a chain. FranknJohn is far from helpless however, as his flaw becomes his strength - he can swing his head wildly round to
smash away the plethora of strange creatures that roam the house of horror...
Current Features

Smash enemies with FranknJohn's weaponized head
Experiment with 20 different Skullcaps that alter gameplay in many different ways
Huge skill tree. Collect Dr. Harmin's mysterious ooze and use it to upgrade your body and mind
Randomly generated environments. A new experience with each new life
Local co-op - play with a friend!
Battle through the first area two areas of the game, "The Garden of Denial" and "The Furnace of Anger"
Perma-death, challenging enemies will test the sternest of players
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Glorious soundtrack by Ben Prunty (FTL/Gravity Ghost)
Pills to temporally upgrade your stats
Explore FrankJohn's underground hideout
Planned Features
Content

More areas - The Cistern of Depression and the final showdown with Dr. Harmin in the "The Lab of Isolation"
More variety, challenges and secrets - We have lot's of fun stuff in store
More Skullcaps - these are so much fun to make we want to keep making them forever
More enemies - Each new area will have roughly the same amount of enemies currently available
More bosses - Dr. Harmins most prized creations are being readied for battle
More glorious soundtrack by Ben Prunty
Bug Fixing

We have put a lot of effort into making sure FranknJohn is as bug free as possible, however the game is in Early Access
so it is unavoidable. We will do our best to squish them as soon as they present their ugly heads.
Balancing

A game like this lives or dies on it's balance, so expect a lot of tweaking to occur throughout Early Access.
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Title: FranknJohn
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
bitSmith Games
Publisher:
bitSmith Games
Release Date: 4 Mar, 2015
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows Vista/7/8
Processor: Intel Core i3 or AMD equivalent or better
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: Intel HD 4400 or Nvidia or AMD equivalent or better
DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 516 MB available space
Sound Card: DirectX compatible Sound Card
Additional Notes: Should work on Windows Xp but not offically supported

English
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I made a♥♥♥♥♥♥out of ships 10/10. All of the negative reviews for this product seem to do two things:
1.) Compare the game to factorio
2.) Ignore the fact that is an $8 game
Yes, the correlations to Factorio are obvious. Yes, there is some growth for improvement in the graphics. In the end you paid
eight bucks for a game that is still pretty fun and a little challenging. Best game ever? No. Worth the purchase price? Yes.. the
stupidest♥♥♥♥♥♥i've ever played. it was 74 cents and is a massive ♥♥♥♥load of diarrhea. This game was very difficult to
get into, mainly because of the poor graphics and leveling.. This game is kinda weird, but in a nice way. It's playful, soothing
and invites you to explore.
It doesn't challange you all that much and is quite light on game mechanics, but that is to be expected of a casual and abstract
indie game.
Don't let it keep you from enjoying the bright, colorful world that is Shu's Garden.. a good game with a great developer. Dont
subsist ur enemies, as they are more difficult than they seem. =]. Among Us' is a great indie game with similarities to the old
Space Station 13 and Mafia. The game has online play, but is aimed more at parties of friends, as this is where the game really
shines. Apparently features cross platform support for PC Android and iOS, though I have only tried the online PC version.
Your crew of up to 10 is tasked with the job of performing various errands around the ship, in order to successfully win the
game by completing a sufficient number of these objectives. However, one or more of these team members will be an
'Imposter'.
The Imposter(s) must prevent the crew from completing these tasks and can do this with a combination of murdering your
innocent, industrious crew-mates, and sabotaging the ship in various ways. The imposter is also able to use the many vents
around the ship, in order to slither away from a crime scene, or to emerge at an opportune time.
The non-imposter crew, are allowed to vote to expel a member of the ship during emegency meetings, which can be called by
any member of your team to discuss the events. The trick comes not just in figuring out who IS the Imposter, but convincing
your team that you are telling the truth.
I have seen the witness of a bloody murder expelled into space, on the accusation of the Imposter, a good number of times.
While it may not be great to be the first in the group to die, it is very entertaining watching the rest of the mystery play out
among your team, as you will already know the killer, and see if they can figure it out, or if they will turn on each other and fall
prey to the Imposter(s) one by one.
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The player base isn't the largest, however, as you only actually require up to 10 players, this shouldnt pose much of an issue, and
i was able to find multiple games i could join. The game also seems to have a good number of Spanish speaking players, so is a
great way to brush up on your Spanish language skills.
I picked this up at 40% off over the xmas 2018 sale, but I could certainly recommend this at full price. It even has hats!. this is
so hard.... These are some things you should add on to the game 1.you should be able to make a first person mode so you can
play as that unit.. This used to be a positive review. Now it is not. You go \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in buy this game a year or
two again good stuff, you have a nice Discord with a small community. Some of my best friends I met on this game. Then,
someone started posting some Isis decapitation\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665on the Discord, and two people who
had been on the server for a while were given mod to deal with it.
Fast forward to spring 2017 and the last update rolled out. We were told that a new update would come out soon. That never
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing happened. Fair enough I suppose, games stall in development. But not a word from the devs at
all. And then the community slowly starts to thin out. Fastforward again to summer 2018. Only people left are me, the mods,
and some new guys who just joined.
These mods are the problem. They keep denying that the game is dead till they get word from the owner. Good
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing luck with that he hasn't said \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 all for the best part of a year. Another
bad part of this is that the mods think they're bigger than god and if you disagree with them you get
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in banned.
This becomes a problem when a guy joins the Discord asking if the community is dead. I said yes, there are literally like 5
people who pay attention to what happens on the Discord. A mod says the game is on a "hiatus until we hear otherwise". I ask
them when the last time they played and they just repeat themselves. I say "uh huh" and they tell me not to lip off, and I yet
again sarcastically agree to their god complex and I get \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in banned.
So long story short the mods who were promoted on a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in whim think they're bigger than God and
they ban anyone who disagrees with them, because why not when the owner gives zero \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s?
Do not buy this game for the love of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing god. It now has reduced from a playerbase of like 5 people
to 4 thanks to the immaturity of the moderators and the lack of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 given by the owner.
This game had potential but it's painfully obvious it's been abandoned. The \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing mods deny it because
they like the illusion of power over a couple people but if anyone has a fraction of a blind man they can see it's dead as
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Do. Not. Buy. This. Game.
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Credits better than the actual game.. Gabriel Knight was nothing less than the highpoint of the golden age at Sierra before they
dwindled down with FMV and 3D titles. Voice-talents of Tim Curry, Mark Hamill and Michael Dorn, beatifull pixelart, fully
orchestrated music and Jane Jensens brilliant storytelling all came together in a timeless classic that has aged like a high quality
wine.
The well researched story, populated by strong characters in a classic New Orleans setting evoces all human emotions through its
course, before it culiminates in a climatic ending with multiple outcomes and sets the stage for a new franchaise.
I loved the remake to, but you just cant beat the original. Highly recommended for anyone remotely interested in point'n'click
adventure games!. if you play this game sober you wont apreciate it. Pros:
good controls
looks great
decent soundtrack
good atmosphere
cons:
bad level design
bad boss fights
bad at teaching the player
arbitrary multiple endings
bad difficulty pacing
bad upgrades
now to justify myself: ((MAJOR SPOILERS FOR BOSSFIGHTS AND LEVEL DESIGN))
The level design is good on most accounts except for a lot of places where jumps are 1 or 2 pixels higher than you can jump,
tricking players into thinking they can make it up there when they cannot. There are also places where enemies that are designed
to blend into the background (paintings, statues) are introduced by placing them on the other side of an instant death pit, causing
you to slam your face into them and die. There are also way too many instant-death spikes and tricky jumps that just feel like
cheap deaths.
The bosses are good looking, but their fight design is pretty awful. The first boss has several attacks with vague sprites (as in,
they are mostly transparent and circular with minimal indication) and I found myself turning down the graphics options to lower
the detrimental graphical effects such as lighting that hides indicators and particles that clutter the screen. Along with this, many
bosses have attacks that either cover most of the screen (the witch that you fight twice has an attack that is both vague and
covers a lot of the screen) or chase you down. In particular, one of the humanoid bosses has an attack in their seconds phase in
which they dash towards you, swing their sword twice, and then spin across half the screen. This attack lasts for multiple
seconds, can always hit you, and can change directions three times. this is basically the "I'm going to now roll back and forth"
period of her fight. Along with this, the humanoid bosses just love to shove themselves inside of you while you roll, causing you
to get hit as soon as your I-frames end. You will roll through an attack only for the boss to move into your space and hit you
anyways, it's frustrating. Along with this, some bosses have attacks with minimal or NO indication. The 3rd to last bossfight in
the game has an arrow-shooting character who will leap across the screen and cover the center with arrows. the only way to see
this coming is to either look at her (which means your not watching the much more important boss that you're actually fighting
on the ground) or to just always assume they're about to do it, which is lame.
The game also has a bad habit of not showing or telling you what enemies do before they hit you. There is an enemy early on
that falls on your head when you stand under it, and this is fine, but then they introduce an orange variation later on that can go
in any direction and the first time you find out about this is when it chases you through a tight tunnel you are trapped in. You are
given minimal time to react to a new enemy that you have not seen before, and you get hit because of it.
There are multiple endings in this game SPOILER ALERT and it is really dumb. To get the good ending, you simply play
through the game as normal except you use a box of wind to upgrade your leaf. That's it, that's all you need to do. No choices,
no gameplay challenge, just go use the box on the windmill and voila. This is unfulfilling and leads to the extremely easy final
boss to being even more anticlimatic when you don't even get the good ending. And aside from this, there are very few direct
upgrades to your weapons.
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The difficulty curve is really strange and is not really curved at all. I didn't notice the challenge ramping up even a little, with
most rooms in the early game being just as hard as the rooms later on. What I did notice was that there were many more cheap
enemies that appear out of nowhere or hit you from off-screen in the early game and late game, which makes the mid-game my
favorite. The witches are the most egregious example, firing large pink projectiles at you from off-screen that have very vague
hitboxes (the attack is made of mostly transparent square sprites and I think a transleucent pink ball) and enemy melee attacks
can similarly start off-screen. Compound this with the fact that your basic attack does nothing to deter enemy attacks, and a lot
of situations can feel cheap and un-reactable. This is basically gone in the mid-game, but it returns in the late game with enemies
like paintings and statues that blend in with background elements until you start recognizing their exact shape, as well as some
enemies that literally appear from the walls and hit you. The very last stretch of the game is 3 bossfights that feel completely out
of order. the first one is the most difficulat, featuring two different characters with hard to read attacks, the second one boils
down to a guessing game similar to 1 ball 3 cups, and the last one is a cakewalk that ends the game completely anitclimactically
The upgrades you buy from the single in-game shopkeeper are incredibly lame. Most of them are not very useful (there's one
that increases your damage and also hurts you randomly, which is totally useless when you're trying not to die, along with one
that applies poison to your arrows, which only helps in boss fights but is really not worth it sine the arrows aren't very strong
anyways) and in the end the only upgrades that are worth anything are the mandatory story ones that give you mostly bow and
dodge upgrades and one store upgrade that makes your weaker attacks flinch enemies, which makes the game incredibly easy.
Other than that there are money collecting upgrades I never used, a ring that tells you where secrets are, thus completely ruining
the point, the aforementioned random death device, one that raises your resistance to bad effects which only occur from
incredibly weak enemies very early in the game, one that increases the speed of your arrows from pretty much instant to literally
instant and probably more I didn't even bother buying. You can have two of these at a time and the choice is pretty obvious,
which would be flinching attacks and poison arrows, and the poison arrows are just for bosses anyways.. It's a really fun game,
challenging AF and the visuals are great. I used to play bullet hells back when I was a kid and this feels better, visual are modern
and clean, music is so rad. I'd recommend this to anyone that would like to try a BH.. story is abit linear, there are area that you
could get stuck on the 1st teleportation puzzle where the lift went up and if you fall down the lift would not go down and you
can't continue even when you restart at checkpoint, character kinda have a bug eye some eye animation would be good, jumping
feels weird that dragon creature I think its very well model and animate kinda sad it barely seen in the whole game, overall nice
concept would I recommend this game? Probabbly depending on your internet speed, I finish the whole game story in less than
30min but thats not including the gem collection I think it might take longer if you focus on that.. fun but easy to beat. op game
good battles and all of that, but it misses a lot of good levels i mostly play my favorite only. still this game is worth
recommending. good game and if you play with your friends it becomes absolutely awesome
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